The John Glenn College of Public Affairs is dedicated to promoting discourse that embraces diverse perspectives on challenges that affect our community. We are committed to nurturing a diverse and inclusive environment that celebrates the fundamental value and dignity of everyone.

Courses offered at the Glenn College

Public Affairs 2120: Public Service and Civic Engagement introduces students to the role engaged citizenry plays in a democracy and identifies and explains trends in civic engagement in the United States.

Public Affairs 5240: Race and Public Policy in the United States looks at the long history of hot topics in the current policy landscape, including policing, housing, wealth gap, immigration, voting, political representation, and others.

Public Affairs 7553: Nonprofit Management and Governance is an advanced survey course on nonprofit management and governance, with a concentrated focus on evaluating and managing nonprofit capacity to achieve organizational performance and system impact.

PAMSO strives to support, educate and encourage students who are passionate about multiculturalism and diversity and inclusion. We aim to inspire citizenship and develop leadership among its members all while embracing diverse backgrounds and ideas.
Funding Opportunities
The Office of Diversity and Inclusion offers several scholarship programs that can help students realize their dream of attending college or studying abroad. ODI also provides grants for education abroad. https://odi.osu.edu/scholarships-and-grants-home

Ohio State offers Graduate Enrichment Fellowships to students from traditionally underrepresented backgrounds. As with the University Fellowships, the Glenn College commits to funding fellows in their second year with graduate assistantships (see below for details). Enrichment Fellowship recipients typically have an undergraduate GPA of 3.1 or higher, as well as GRE scores averaging at or above the 40th percentile on the verbal and quantitative sections.

The Glenn College is also pleased to offer a number of merit-based scholarships. These awards are fixed amounts that are paid out over one or more years of study.

Faculty Research Areas
• Social Policy
• Poverty and inequality
• Child and family policy
• Civic Engagement, Advocacy & Volunteerism
• Housing and consumer finance policy
• Food policy
• Public and Nonprofit Management

Contact:
[glenn.osu.edu/diversity](glenn.osu.edu/diversity)

Kate Hallihan, PhD, College Diversity Officer
Assistant Dean of Students and Instruction
hallihan.3@osu.edu